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      The FEY project - Future for Europe by the Youth -

aims at giving all young people the opportunity to

express their experiences, their feelings, their daily

reality, their concerns about the future and formalise

their recommendations for a less stressful and a more

peaceful future for our generation and the next. This

production is not a scientific work with precise data but

rather a mosaic of ideas emerging from the youth of the

four corners of Europe and beyond. This is why we

have brought together young people from France,

Germany, Turkey, Spain, Italy and Romania to discuss

themes that are at the heart of young people's concerns

today, such as democracy, digital technology,

employment, environment, rurality or even

international mobility. Between the lines of these

topics, on the European scale, the relevance and the

evolution of our political and democratic system is

being questioned. Values and ethics also have a central

importance because they are often the source of

changes. The discussions we had on the themes

mentioned above made it possible to tackle other topics

such as health or migration.

 The White Paper is a communication tool of choice,

making it possible to clearly draw up observations and

make recommendations. It aims at expressing and

sharing our expertise on the subjects mentioned above,

while bringing to it a qualitative reflection, with precise

and concrete arguments. This tool also integrated us in

the national and European democratic process, in order

to give weight to our ideas while creating the

opportunity to compare them with those of young

people coming from other European countries. This

White Paper is a proof of the democratic commitment

of young people for the future of Europe and is part of

the logic of our FEY project, supported by the Erasmus+

Youth programme.

    

INTRODUCTION

Photos taken and selected by Özlem Seyma Nur and Emre
Orkun of the Turkish delegation

    The project aimed to organise debates and safe-

spaces for sharing and discussing, set up during the

various events that were held. After a year of questions

and reflections raised by young people, this book is the

fruit of their work around the following issue: “what

would a European future built by young people look

like ?”. These exchanges have taken the form of

moments of participatory innovation and the

realisation of our ambitions. 

   Thus, we have participated in the training of young

people in active citizenship by offering them a

framework for intellectual emancipation. These

opportunities are precious to us, especially for those of

us from rural or peri-urban areas because we often

share the feeling of remoteness or even exclusion in

the decision-making process. We wanted young people

to speak up and have a bottom-up approach to the

institutions, and not the other way around.
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     This White Paper is also part of a logic and a desire to participate in the common “youth” policy at

European level. 

     

     That is why we have met during various events to discuss different themes that are dear to us.

Exchanging the points of view of young people from various European countries has also put things into

perspective and making a comparison led us to bring out new ideas, since the young people who came

from countries that are not members of the European Union brought us an outside view.

     In addition, it is a tool which builds bridges between officials and young people to establish a dialogue

so that their ideas and concerns are taken into account. This is why we have included our personal

reflections, in the hope that this can help policy-makers to include our recommendations into the

decision-making process. Restoring an intergenerational dialogue is one of our priorities, especially in the

context of a weakening of the political participation of young people.

     In a context of challenging European institutions' legitimacy and a decline in the political participation

of young people, this tool aspires to integrate in concrete terms the considerations of young people in

European debates. It is therefore an official message that is transmitted to the European Commission and

which, ideally, aims to lead to one or more public policies or legislative proposals to be submitted to the

European Parliament. Among the long-term benefits of this White Paper, we hope to operate a kind of

reversal in decision-making process by deepening the communication between decision-makers and us.

This initiative could lead to the development of Youth policies based on the findings and

recommendations of young people.
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     As a common element to all EU Member States, democracy is the political system that ensures that us

citizens can enjoy and exercise our sovereignty. Whether direct or indirect, sometimes participatory,

sometimes representative, in a democracy, power is held or controlled by the people as a whole. Power

claimed, power monopolized, democratic life is not necessarily a continuous flow of consensus or unity.

The diversity of opinions and the needs for adaptation require a permanent evolution of the system. Our

democracies are the cornerstones of our European societies, they are also at the heart of a perpetual

reflection on their transformations and the main directions to follow. 

     The young Europeans behind this White Paper do care about democracy. We were born into it, we

only know this one.We do not wonder whether democracy has been passed onto us or perpetuated

because this type of political organization is anchored in us. None of the young people of our generation,

regardless of their level of education, would dissociate democracy from the ideas of equality, freedom,

fraternity and secularism, political participation and social justice. This democracy is part of our identities

because we have known nothing else. We celebrate the symbols of our democracy just as we suffer when

being under attack. We see it as glorious and inclusive and we know it can also be fragile and vulnerable.

     Today, we observe that a generational gap draws a distinction between several visions of democracy.

We also noticed that the share of young people in democratic institutions is very low, regretting that our

concerns are not heard as we perceive them. We therefore aspire, as European citizens and sovereigns, to

have our voice heard, to have our ideas supported and to have our will represented in the institutions in

general.

     We have therefore organised our reflections on Democracy around three major axes in which we have

been able to articulate our ideas: public debate and the place we occupy in it, the facilitation of political

participation and finally the political education that we wish to receive.

PART I  :  
Democraty
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   Below are some observations that we have drawn up on the state of

our public debates, followed by recommendations that it would be good

to follow .

   On the media : We agree that the media is supposed to connect the

individual and the community. By disseminating information, the media

allow the exercise of a critical spirit and a sense of belonging to a

community sharing to a certain extent the same daily life. In this, the

media form a counterweight to individualism because they allow the

rise of a communal world. They are also a means of introducing direct

democracy into representative democracy.

    

1)  SUPERVISING MEDIA AND INTEGRATING YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE PUBLIC DEBATE 

    Our conception of the media is that they are united by a substantial

link to democracy: they establish the conditions for the free circulation

of opinions and their confrontation. We therefore thought about and

analysed their place in our respective countries. We started from the

premise that a rich and diversified public debate is a sign of a healthy

democracy. In our opinion, public debate is the beating heart of

democracy, acting as a machine connecting all the cogs of our system:

electoral campaigns, preliminary debates on a vote, and so on. Beyond

these mechanisms, public debate also takes flesh in the public space

created by the media in general and the press in particular.

   In the movement of their progressive transformation, we make the

saddening observation that they are now carrying out interference in

political power, abandoning their democratic mission of counter-power.

We draw a simple conclusion: the connivance between journalists and

political power is at the root of an impoverishment of the public debate

because the transparency of the information relayed is no longer

guaranteed. Journalists and columnists have replaced intellectuals in

public debates.

   We therefore recommend explicitly encouraging the creation of a

professional order for European media to ensure the quality of the

information that citizens receive at Member State level. This media

order would be like other professional orders (eg order of doctors,

lawyers, architects, etc.), with no obligation to join.
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   We see in this order of the media a tool for self-regulation, for the fight against the proliferation of fake

news, a guarantee of verified and consensual informational content. This orderly organisation of the

media seeks a democratic objective: the necessary restructuring of the information and the liberation of

the media from the laws of the market. It is necessary to take on the double mission of keeping the reader

informed of what is happening in the world and helping them to find their way through the

overwhelming mass of more or less reliable information.

      On the lack of representation of young people in public debates : A gap, even a breach, between

generations has led our ideas and concerns not to be sufficiently represented in political institutions.

Circumstances specific to eras and generations have certainly accentuated a generational gap which has

increased throughout the recent years. The demographic, economic and above all ecological crises that the

younger generations have to overcome are on a new scale. In addition, the inequalities between age

groups are shocking, all the more so in our egalitarian societies. The differences are also accentuated with

regard to the participation of the oldest in the electoral game, as can attest the rise of the concept of gray

power . In 2017, the average age of French deputies was over 48 years old , 61 years old for senators, 62

years old for mayors. ¹²³  

 

     In order to fight against the estrangement of young people from political institutions, we would like the

establishment of quotas for young people under 30 in our political institutions. We are convinced of the

legitimacy of setting up positive discimination and of the crucial importance of establishing a better

generational mix in the process of drawing up public policies and legislation. We know that the

introduction of quotas can reveal perverse effects and induce a lesser competence of certain

representatives having acceded to the mandate than thanks to a deficit of candidates. However, we

consider that this argument can be balanced by the fact that experience, an argument so long advanced to

justify the age of political representatives, does not seem infallible in our multicultural and rapidly

developing society. For example, experience does not allow us to understand the very recent issues of

online harassment or climate issues as we perceive them.

 A better representation along with a more transparent information can create the favourable conditions

for a more qualitative political participation.

1 According to the Statista website, [consulted on 08/25/2022]
https://fr.statista.com/statistiques/718785/age-moyen-deputes-assemblee-nationale-groupe-politique-france/ 
2 https://fr.statista.com/statistiques/862639/tranche-age-senateurs-france/
3 https://fr.statista.com/statistiques/1128418/ventilation-maires-age-france/
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2 )  FACILITATION OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
 

   In the course of our civic and political education, we have

learned that elections punctuate the political life of

representative democracies. As a prime example of civic,

voting is the vector for legitimacy for the representatives

who legislate on behalf of the people who elect them. This

theory of political representation is not a transfer of

sovereignty but simply a transfer of competences,

sovereignty residing in each citizen. As abstention among

young people is rising, this implies that we may not be

properly represented in political institutions. Despite

political representatives being of advanced age, the lack of

representation of young people is accentuated by our

erasure from the political game. Alternative means of

participation have therefore been thought up by them in

order to partly compensate for our abstention. 

   In line with the digitalisation of public life, we want to

experiment with electronic voting, in order to facilitate

political participation at a distance from the place of

registration on the electoral roll. Today's youth are not less

politically active than previous generations, the difference is

that our political participation is less institutionalised.

Electronic voting, as in Ukraine, is a real and repeated

demand of many young citizens, and was relayed during

our exchanges.

   Regarding voting, we would like to make it possible to

extend the voting period to several days in order to facilitate

travel or the organization of voters' schedules. We are

convinced that combating youth abstention is a priority for

the good preservation of our political system. 
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   The place of the school is central in our view, embodying the ideal of education for critical thinking,

citizenship and participation in the political life of the nation. We see it as the vehicle for individual

fulfillment, the necessary passage to intellectual emancipation. 

  

   We believe that the difficulties faced by democracy today are not due to a rejection of the political

system as such by young people, but rather to a dysfunction of institutions, particularly schools. Through

a chain effect, insufficient civic and political education lead to a distraction from the institutions. In our

opinion, rethinking the link between school and democracy is essential to revive the political participation

of young people, not only our own but also that of future generations.

  

    We imagine a better integration of civic and political education for young people through the creation of

tools to understand institutions and the importance of political participation. We ask for these tools to be

introduced earlier in the schooling process, that it be more playful and attractive. We suggest the creation

of material tools to support this education, such as small interactive manuals, to make the political system

more accessible and understandable, regardless of our respective countries. Allowing associations

dedicated to these issues to intervene more easily in the school space in collaboration with the educational

body.   

  

    We also ask for better media education, so that this education be guaranteed by the school and included

in the curriculum. Young generations would therefore be able to sort through the mass of information

that is being poured out, to protect them against fake news and above all to help them develop their

critical faculties from an early age. 

  

     We believe that training young people to form a critical opinion and to deepen our democracy as soon

as possible is a real opportunity and certainly a guarantee for the survival of our system. 

 3  )  THE POLITICAL EDUCATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE
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    Finally, we hope that the commitment of associations will be enhanced in the education of young people

because it reconstructs the social fabric and the feeling of belonging to a community of destiny. This could

consist of an annual project co-managed with the school and the associations present in the area,

adaptable to all ages, and with different forms of commitment according to age and desire, around themes

linked to the action of the association. In short, to provide practical and concrete education to young

citizens to make them understand how meaningful our systems are, to fight against the fractures within

the generations, to value the human being and to fight against individualism. The project can lead to a

school trip, the organisation of an event, a solidarity action, etc.

     All these recommendations have been conceived to enable us to take our place more easily in the

democratic functioning of our societies. Indeed, the rise of individualism, the estrangement of young

people from political participation, the clash of generations, the current climate crisis are all factors that

must lead to a general reflection on our political system and the necessary adaptations that must be made. 

  

     A final idea was put forward, and that is the enhancement of “ Democracy Day ”, a day on which we

come to rekindle our commitment to our political system by reminding us why it remains more acceptable

in our liberal societies today. September 15th is the International Day of Democracy, and we count on you

to put in place ways to exalt liberal and democratic values.
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Creating a media order or a “ Europe of the media ” space : it will bring together national media from

the Member States, in particular the journalists who publish their articles there. The members of this

order would be in charge of fighting against the proliferation of fake news and ensuring the supply of

quality information. This measure will safeguard a diverse and controlled media offer, because one

man or one company cannot own several news media (press, radio, television channel), as it is the case

in France, for example with the Lagardère group. 

Introducing quotas for young people under the age of 30 in political institutions : this will give young

people a voice in the political debate and will also help to fight the generational imbalance. 

Experimenting with electronic voting : today's youth was born in the digital age. Giving them the

means to get involved also means changing the different ways of expressing themselves during an

electoral ballot. Young people are not less politically active than before. However, they use new forms

that are less institutionalised and more fluid. Modernising voting procedures is a considerable asset

for reducing youth abstention. 

Opening up the voting period over several days : This initiative will help to fight mass abstention

among young people and, consequently, the mismatch between public policies and the issues they

face. 

Provide more consistent media education in the school curriculum : young people today have the

opportunity to access all the information they want from all over the world. With this proposal, young

people will no longer be mere slaves to technology and will develop critical thinking skills. These

awareness-raising workshops can be delivered by certified trainers. They can be accompanied by

young people who come to testify about the harm they have suffered as a result of mishandling the

information in order to raise awareness. In this way, the workshops will seem more concrete than if it

had been their teacher who was delivering these activities. 

Valuing young people's involvement in associations within and outside schools : many young people

are in search of construction and experience. The integration of this commitment as an option which

earns points would be a favorable encouragement for the community as a whole. 

To offer a better integration of civic and political education in schools and in partnership with popular

education associations dedicated to these issues.

SYNTHESIS
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    Employment is a major issue for us as it is synonymous with economic and social stability. With the

economic recovery (very quickly slowed down by the war in Ukraine) following the end of the restrictions

linked to Covid-19, the unemployment rate for under-25s has decreased over the last year but remains

worrying. In April 2022, it stood at an average of 13.9% for under-25s, with records for Greece (36.8%) and

Spain (28.9%)⁴. The discussions that took place between young people from Germany, France, Spain, Italy,

Romania and Turkey during the course of this project all revealed the same conclusion : youth

unemployment is abnormally high. In our discussions, we realised that a lot of interesting initiatives have

been taken during the Covid 19 crisis, which have significantly reduced youth unemployment in Europe.

However, it is a question of expressing the extent to which work organisation models have changed,

which implies a necessary adaptation of mentalities and legislation. 

   Today, employment issues, although they may differ according to national circumstances, cannot be

separated from the themes of digitalisation and the environment. This is why our reflection has focused

on the measures or actions that encourage entry into employment and new ways of organising work.

PART II  :  
Employment

 1  )  FIGHTING AGAINST THE EXCLUSION OF YOUNG PEOPLE FROM THE LABOR MARKET
 
 

    Many explanatory factors for the withdrawal of young people from the labour market are put forward

and common trends were raised during our exchanges. In some cases, the withdrawal from the labour

market comes from young people themselves, for various reasons such as fear of being downgraded or

loss of meaning. In other cases, our exclusion from the labour market is the result of stigmatisation

against us. 

     Thanks to our research and observations, we can see that inequality of access to the labour market is a

function of age but also of qualifications. As non-graduates suffer all the more from unemployment, it is

imperative to open new training courses, encouraging young people to follow them, upgrading these

young people and training them better with a view to integrating them into the labour market. The

infamous Spanish expression of the “ ni-ni generation ”, referring to young people without jobs or

diplomas, or the “ mileuristas ”, graduates with a ceiling of one thousand euros per month, symbolise this

trend. Conversely, being overly educated is also a factor of exclusion, when young people who have

received and invested in long training courses refuse to be downgraded and therefore to remain in their

countries of origin. This leads to migration for professional reasons, which is detrimental to the country

(case of Romania and Turkey).

4 Website : Toute l’Europe [consulted on the 23/08/2022]
 https://www.touteleurope.eu/economie-et-social/le-taux-de-chomage-en-europe/
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   Furthermore, we also note that we are not sufficiently aware of all the measures put in place in our

favour and that we are isolated when actively looking for a job. This is why we suggest the

implementation of a communication campaign around the European platform dedicated to employment

Eures or Euroguidance. In this way, we would have less concerns because we would know exactly where

to go for information. Isolation and accessibility of information are therefore two factors in the exclusion

of young people from the labour market. We should therefore bring together all the existing schemes in a

single platform to simplify our procedures. This platform could be accompanied by the creation of 

“local youth centers ” based on the model of the French “Informations Jeunesse” and with clear

prerogatives: to help with youth integration into labour market.

   According to our interpretation, our lack of experience is often an obstacle to employment : employers

are often reluctant to train us because it implies investing time in their employees while being aware of

the mobility of workers in our time. Thus, a European policy of revalorising training within the

professional area must be envisaged, and can be achieved by setting up an official campaign supported by

the European Union with measures supporting the company in its request for training and then

recruitment. To go further, tax benefits could be provided, as it appears that employers' contributions are

high for employers who will naturally turn to qualified and therefore experienced profiles in order to

increase their profitability. 

   In the same perspective, valorising volunteer experiences by the European Union and the states could

have a good influence on the perception that employers have. The same mechanism can be applied to

internships, and the EU could enhance the value of internships by encouraging them to be used in order

to promote genuine integration and training of young people. At the same time, better treatment would

perhaps be fairer and more redistributive towards a generation which, on the one hand, consumes a lot

(need for mobility and need to acquire), and which, on the other hand, continually injects funds into the

capital market (young people saving very little). 

    Finally, we would like to suggest imposing quota policies in European companies, both large and small,

so that they are obliged to recruit young people and train them, possibly with financial support for

mentoring and coaching. 
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  On the other hand, young people are increasingly

working as freelancers, in third places, in shared work

spaces, on the Internet or teleworking. These new

professions are not visible, feeding the image of young

people not working because they are not seen to be

conventionally doing so. 

   It would therefore be important for the public authorities

to give greater legitimacy to these new forms of work, to

give them visibility in order to encourage them because

they represent a real solution to unemployment. 

   In this sense, our generation is ready for the integration

of young people in the decision-making processes, which

would be particularly relevant as only they know the

developments of their generation, the issues that this may

raise and the problems they face. This is why it would be a

good idea to include us in the debates on labour policies in

companies. 

2 )  ADAPTATING TO NEW MODES OF WORK ORGANISATION
 

 We realised that technological means and design

developments have given rise to new ways of organising

work. Entrepreneurship has developed considerably in

recent years, as have third places where shared

workshops and ad hoc collaborations are proliferating. We

do not yet have all the keys, but we want to be able to

work in a serene, sustainable and meaningful

environment, which may make us more demanding. 

 

    Finally, we confirm with one voice the absolute

necessity of equal pay for equal competence between men

and women. This should be mandatory and is an

imperative. On top of that, young women today remain

more exposed to unemployment and precariousness than

young men, and this is even more blatant when they are

not graduates, which means that equalization must be an

absolute priority. 
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5 NEET = not in employment, in education or in training.
6Global Employment Trends for Youth 2020, in Executive summary, by the International Labor Organisation.

      Modernising the vision of employment in public policies is necessary according to the points of view of

the various young people concerned. A change has clearly taken place in recent years and has been

reinforced by the epidemic of COVID-19, and consists of a precariousness in terms of resources of the

under-30s and their prospects for development, accompanied by a high degree of mobility on the labour

market. Moreover, the conception of work itself has evolved, with young people seeing work as a means

and not an end (such as social existence), ensuring a conceptual break with previous generations.

     This trend, known as the Youth NEET⁵ Challenges⁶ must be fought to ensure the sustainability of the

democratic system.  Guaranteeing adequate employment for young people is a guarantee for the

succession of democracy and the proper functioning of institutions. This is why we are committed to

giving you some keys for a more integrative approach to youth employment. We claim to have a say in

the elaboration of work policies that will frame our professional life for the years to come by setting up in

high schools or universities places of dialogue with professional branches and decision-makers once a year

to strengthen or create bridges between our two worlds. They would be spaces where the expectations of

companies and those of young people meet.
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Setting up a campaign to promote the European platform dedicated to employment :                                     

Young people have told us that they don't have access to enough documentary resources                                  

to enter the professional world. Here is a QR code that will direct young people to the                            

 EURES platform developed by the European Commission.

Creating support centers for young people in their search for employment : the creation of support

centers for young people will be beneficial in their search for employment, in directing them to the

relevant information and in combating massive unemployment. 

Establishing a European system of training within professional areas similar to work-linked training :

work-linked training is an innovative system whose initial results are beneficial from all points of

view. Such training should be developed with the aim of offering young people the possibility of

acquiring field experience and better integration into the labour market. 

Limiting and rethinking the integration of new technologies at work : some technologies can become

friends of professionals because they facilitate their daily tasks. However, it is not acceptable for

technologies to completely replace human work, especially in companies, because in this case, people

will not perceive work as a necessity. Finding meaning in the workplace is essential, and the message

sent by the constant addition of new technologies to the workplace can sometimes be detrimental to

personal fulfilment.

Ensuring a better integration of young people in the decision-making process : for a better match

between public policies and the issues they face.  

Requesting, as one voice, equal pay for equal skills for men and women to ensure financial security for

women and fair recognition of their work.

Establishing consultation forums in high schools or universities with professional branches and

decision-makers once a year to strengthen or create bridges between our two universes : crossing

expectations and facilitating communication are two objectives to be implemented to facilitate the

integration of young people into employment while allowing them to make their voice heard by

institutions. 

SYNTHESIS
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    New technologies and the digital space have penetrated our daily lives. It would be difficult to imagine

separating ourselves from these tools as we have reorganised our communication and our work around

these innovations. Their omnipresence in the professional and personal fields makes it essential to reflect

on their status, their framework and their regulation. The tools of digitalization offer us all kinds of

opportunities (increased freedom of expression, better accessibility of information, easier communication,

etc.) while at the same time revealing their share of drifts, and even potential dangers for individuals and

the community as a whole (online harassment, cyber attacks, etc.). 

   These technological tools that we come into contact with on a daily basis have considerably improved

certain sectors of activity such as research, medicine or even police investigations. These advances have

positively changed our lives and those of our parents for half a century now. The most important

question is therefore the meaning we wish to give to our new companions. The omnipresence of new

technologies and aspirations to digitalise our practices also made us increasingly dependent on them . This

dependence justifies a framework to regulate the use of new technologies. On this subject, however, we

have mixed feelings: we cannot envision our future without this incessant flow of new technologies on

the market and in our professional and personal lives. But there is a feeling of being enclosed in them

alongside the hope of better living conditions. 

    Lack of self-confidence is also an increasing issue. We find that our young people seem to have much

less self-confidence than before. The fact that they are constantly using these high-performance digital

tools can lead them to think that they are useless compared to these objects. This issue also comes into

play in the professional sector where machines are increasingly replacing humans. But what are we going

to do if work is no longer a necessity for humans ? 

PART III  :  
Digitalisation
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1  )  SOCIAL CHALLENGES

 

    Like everyone else, we are seeing the unprecedented social impact of new technologies and the

digital transition, particularly in public life. These changes are taking place extremely rapidly and are

having multiple effects. 

    On the psychological sphere of individuals : the consequences of digital technologies on the mental

health of individuals have been thoroughly developed and have revealed some interesting elements.

Paradoxically, these technologies, which were supposed to bring people together and facilitate their

daily lives, have become a factor of social isolation and anxiety. Far from bringing people together

socially, the digital space has proved to be conducive to the development of harmful online harassment

behaviours of all kinds. As the use of this space is only embryonically regulated, practices such as the

proliferation of online hate speech (defamation, harassment, etc.) have become widespread. The

younger generations, who are very much consumers of digital technology, are the first to be exposed to

these dangers. Paradoxically, it is also young people who are most often at the origin of these hate

speeches or offensive comments. In order to protect their mental health, but also to fight against the

proliferation of these speeches and the radicalisation of ideas, the following means have been devised.

   To another extent, it has been thought that groups of experts should be set up to test new technologies

before they are introduced on the market. The idea here is to be able to better anticipate the drifts of

such marketing, which would lead to the mandatory introduction of ethical considerations for

companies marketing these specific products.
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    On the educational and intellectual sphere : the ability to concentrate of generations exposed to digital

abuse is tending to diminish. In view of this, measures must be taken to regulate the use of these new

technologies. However, in order to adapt to the difficulties of concentration, information is generally

hammered out and oversimplified, leaving room for profound ambiguities in the interpretations to be

attributed to it. This naturally impoverishes the public debate.

    We call for the introduction of digital education in school or at least out-of-school programmes. This

education should teach the good practices to adopt when evolving within the digital space. It is also a

question of raising awareness of the psychological and cultural damage that certain practices can cause,

particularly hate speech. Finally, trainings should be set up to teach how to respond collectively to

harmful practices and on how to protect oneself and others, particularly in the use of social networks. The

vast majority of young people are consumers of social networking platforms and are therefore

particularly vulnerable. 

     On communication : Finally, and we consider this to be a major development in our society, the speed

and globality of the Internet allows information to circulate almost without borders. It is propagated and

accessible at all times and in all places in the majority of countries. But the freedom of this space has a

cost: the reliability of the information it contains. We are confronted with this on a daily basis. Faced with

the proliferation of fake news, and given the growing importance of digital information, we believe that it

is urgent to develop intuitive techniques to attest to the veracity of information. 

     Therefore, a score capable of gauging the veracity of a piece of information should be implemented, our

previous recommendations concerning the supervision of the media by a professional media order

guaranteeing the quality of information, the latter could be responsible for setting up this score. In this

way, only qualified journalists and informants would be able to give their opinion on the veracity of the

information examined. 
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      The environmental challenges raised by the development of digital technology are echoed in many

debates. We know that manufacturing and maintaining digital tools are energy-intensive and raw

material-intensive. Non-renewable natural resources are needed in their composition and their recycling

poses serious concerns. On top of this issue can be added the constant need to renew these technologies

due to innovation and their obsolete nature. The environmental challenges posed by digitalisation are

manifold and we hear about them every day.

    We believe that it would be wise to extend quality guarantees in order to combat obsolescence,

especially programmed obsolescence. This could be done by requiring a warranty of a few years after the

purchase of the product. At the same time, encouraging repair and facilitating the recycling of non-

repairable appliances are two issues that will limit the negative effects on the environment. 

    On another level, action needs to be taken on data storage. A campaign to raise awareness of the

considerable amounts of carbon emissions associated with internet use and data storage that could lead to

a clean-up / lightening of data stored and shared on the web would have a positive impact on the

environment. This can be done through simple statements or encouragement to delete emails and all

kinds of unnecessary data.

 
2  )  ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES

 
 

 
3  )  ECONOMIC CHALLENGES

 

    Our youth has grown up surrounded by these two topics, we know how digitalisation, together with the

environment, represents two immense opportunities for wealth creation. For the generations that

preceded us, digitalization often embodied fears linked to the destruction of massive jobs, almost

announcing the end of human work, but these fantasies have receded in view of the reality that we have

today. On the contrary, the professional world has developed considerably thanks to the rise of digital

technology, particularly e-commerce, which is recruiting a lot, online media, design, etc. While these new

opportunities are inherent to our generation, we still need to be trained to use these tools. The

investments made in research and development are also employment levers for the young people of the

generations ready to enter the labour market.  

  Responding to the perpetual need for innovation and providing solutions to the problem of

unemployment, we believe that the States and/or the European Union should encourage investment in

massive training for both girls and boys in digital professions. To this end, a policy of encouraging free,

local vocational training for young people in digital skills issued by the European Union is called for. 
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     We all expressed our concerns about the ways in which digital tools could be used. A strong concern

for the protection of individual and collective rights was expressed, especially a specific data protection

regime for minors. The political and legal challenges fuel our fruitful debate, it is as if the world wide web

is occupied by multinational companies and the sovereignty of citizens is no longer adequately

guaranteed. This space must be integrated into our democracies and the latter must provide them with

tailor-made legislation. This is why a request is made for universal and secure access to the Internet, in

other words, the establishment of a right to the Internet. Aware that this space should be a highly

democratic tool, the adoption of adequate regulatory frameworks to guarantee good use of the digital

should be encouraged. Legal issues are therefore particularly present among young people. 

    We believe that data must be considered as private, even confidential, and must not be subject to

commodification. Personal information is not a commodity, which is why we support initiatives to

regulate the power of GAFAM⁷ and advocate for the recovery of sovereignty over the digital space.

     That said, in the interests of adaptation, we recommend the creation of a national platform for access to

official documents. In its drive towards digitalisation, Ukraine has developed the Diia application, which

includes national identity cards, passports, driving licences, vaccination records, registration, etc. This

would only be complementary to real (not virtual) official documents. The Diia application is a real

success, particularly in the context of the high mobility of Ukrainians, as it can be difficult to visit

administrations in the circumstances currently affecting the country.

 
  4  )  LEGAL AND POLITICAL CHALLENGES
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Creating a group of experts to test new technologies before they are introduced on the market : are all

technologies good to be sold? With multinationals pushing the enticing commercials, one would be

tempted to say "yes". However, before introducing a revolutionary technological tool on the market,

the consequences and effects of its introduction must be studied over several years. Today, many

young people complain that they have lost their social life due to too many applications on their

smartphones. Serious studies have shown that the over-consumptionist ideology linked to the use of

new technologies can be detrimental to happiness, which is why it is important to test a new

technology on a long-term basis before introducing it to the market. 

More digital education for young people : like media education, digital education is needed to warn

young people about the dangers and misuse of these technologies. Education on this subject is

fundamental to contain the abuses resulting from young people's use of the Internet and to develop

collective responses to cyberbullying. 

Create "veri-scores" capable of gauging the veracity of information published on the web : like the veri-

score introduced in the food sector, the introduction of veri-scores will make it possible to judge the

good quality of information. These scores will be attributed by the professional order of the media that

we mentioned in the first part.

Encourage a policy of encouraging free professional digital training for young people issued by the

European Commission : in order to achieve global coherence and strengthen the feeling of European

citizenship, the European Commission must play a greater role in the educational policies of the

Member States. This training on a European scale could be given during one week in secondary

schools and would raise awareness among young people about digital issues (over-consumption,

cyber-bullying, social networks, use of digital technology in the professional world, etc.).

Create national platforms for access to official documents : the aim of this measure is to facilitate

energy- and time-consuming administrative procedures and to relieve the already overburdened

bureaucratic system. 

SYNTHESIS
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    Currently, ecological pressure is very present in our minds. A very paradoxical attitude regarding the

environmental issue: from very protective practices and awareness of the ravages of mass consumption

of poor quality products, to a particularly consumerist attitude shared by most young people. This social

norm of excessive consumption is confronted with anxieties and deep concerns about the future in an

increasingly contaminated environment. 

     The Brundtland report of 1983 gave rise to a new concept when defining sustainable development: that

of future generations. This concept is today devoid of any power of constraint and does not have legal

personality. It allows a reference to the damage that is being caused now and that could reverberate for

years or even decades to come, i.e. for future generations. This damage is related to the massive

destruction of the environment, biodiversity in general, ecosystems, the depletion of natural resources

and the geopolitical unrest that will be associated with them. We are the future generation outlined in the

report and as such we are writing this White Paper to ensure that public authorities complement our

individual actions and force drastic changes for the environment.

     We do not aspire to be particularly revolutionary in our recommendations. As such, many of them

have already been made, and we wish to repeat them to show our support and endorsement of these

measures. We also believe that it is time for more rigorous action, as the problem is not a lack of

information about the environment, climate change, or its future causes or consequences.

For us, it is above all a problem of the hold of certain industries in our political systems, which paralyse

initiatives to regulate or even repair polluting actions (through lobbies). The urgency of the situation

implies that the European Union should address the polluting industries directly and deal with the climate

issue with firmness and conviction. The scale of the disaster does not allow us to wait for a consensus on

the measures to be implemented. If the environmental issue can be approached from a plurality of

perceptions, ours is clear and current and we expect it to be received, heard and used.

PART IV :  
Environment and

sustainable development 
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1  )  THE ISSUE OF ENERGY PRODUCTION IN THE GREEN TRANSITION

    We know how important this issue is because the functioning of our productive system depends on it.

Energy dependence on fossil fuels and the multiplicity of renewable energies are sometimes problems

that are difficult to master, even though the issues are fully understood. Our recommendations are

therefore clear and unanimous and concern both energy production and consumption.  

    Higher taxation of non-renewable energy should be imposed, even if this means a temporary shift in

consumption or even a suspension of consumption of environmentally unfriendly products. The profits

generated must be reinvested to help sustainable businesses make the transition. At the same time, a

reduction in taxes on solar energy is called for to encourage investment in this technology. 

   Some cross-cutting recommendations are considered across the different themes addressed in this

White Book, always with the objective to protect and respect the environment. For example, launching a

campaign to raise awareness of the carbon emissions generated by data storage and Internet use would

have significant environmental impacts. The climatic consequences of this maintenance should be

considered now, Especially as the amount of data stored is increasing. Explaining and encouraging the

deletion of unnecessary data would have impacts that we consider important, especially in a symbolic

perspective of action in favour of a purification of stored data.
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  The issue of waste, and particularly organic

waste, has been equated with that of energy

production. Indeed, waste is used as fuel or source

of heat, it can produce energy during its

fermentation in the decomposition process. In the

context of the energy crisis, we argue that a waste

recovery policy should be pursued by

governments and citizens. Indeed, we believe that

diversifying green sources of energy can make it

possible to get energy out of consumption.

Household waste, paper and cardboard are all

materials that produce methane when they are

fermented and are found in all homes and

restaurants. Thus, it is a question of collecting

household waste to transform it into biogas, while

finding a use for food waste with individual

and/or collective and local tools. 

8Cf. our recommendation “ consolidation of regulations on the disposal of non-recycled plastic waste ” 22pp.

   Finally, we call for recycling centres to be

opened and for this we would like our public

authorities to invest in the economy linked to

waste management, both at European level and on

the international scene. The resources in this field

are abundant and the needs are everywhere, it

would simply be a matter of inviting, through

economic and moral incentives, companies to

relocate their action internationally to cover all

the recycling needs, particularly for countries with

little or no infrastructure. This idea goes hand-in

hand with another measure developed in the

following paragraph concerning the banning of

non-recycled plastic.⁸
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2  )  THE URGENT REVISION OF OUR PRODUCTION SYSTEM AND CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

   Of course, the majority of the recommendations overlap and inevitably involve issues related to

employment and democracy. We believe that a two-speed transition is needed, one based on the

reorientation of consumption, the other on the mode of production. Both the consumer and the producer

should be involved in the circular economy, organic production, fair trade and local consumption. These

modern theories bring economic redistribution of benefits and environmental protection. Moreover, a tax

on products not produced in these branches of the economy would be relevant in order to restore costs

fairly from the ecological perspective, rather than from the economic perspective. Clearly, rethinking free

competition requires a readjustment of the taxation of certain products in the market. Rethinking free

competition also requires the introduction of additional production costs induced by environmentally

friendly production and fair remuneration of workers. It is therefore imperative to promote these

production and consumption patterns and to add a tax to products that are produced in an unsustainable

way. 

    For the last twenty years or so, we have been hearing about respiratory problems related to air

pollution (fine particles and very high carbon dioxide levels in cities). Carbon emissions also have an effect

on global warming in that they have caused damage to our ozone layer, allowing more and more of the

sun's high-temperature rays to pass through. In short, reducing CO2 emissions is of paramount

importance for ecological and public health reasons. We share a huge disappointment with the latest

results of the UN Climate Change Conferences and we lament the indifference to the latest IPCC⁹ reports.

We call for a reparation principle to be added to the principles of prevention, precaution, correction and

the CO2 trading scheme in the public policies of the European Union.
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     This reparation principle would be applicable to all

European industries or companies that cause

environmental damage. Reparation will take the

form of a positive obligation to restore biodiversity if

the environmental damage has caused damage to

ecosystems. If the damage is suffered by humans,

then reparation cannot take the form of monetary

compensation but must take the form of care or any

initiative deemed appropriate and proportionate by

the judge.

   Alongside one of our recommendations made in

connection with digitalisation, the requirement for

quality guarantees for products that are to be

introduced onto the market must be a real objective.

The fight against obsolescence must relieve the

shelves and frame the product offers around

qualitative goods. Thus, the orientation towards

sustainable production and the objective of quality

must be two concrete goals to be given to our

production system. 

 

     Finally, the promotion of associative commitment

can be an incentive to get involved in spaces where

these models of social and solidarity economy,

organic and local production, etc. are actually

practised. Associative commitment can be very

useful for an initiation to these models, which is

why their valorisation is essential for the integration

and repetition of responsible practices. We believe

that a real work of revalorization of associative

commitments can have a positive impact on

production and consumption in general, and beyond,

on the well-being of individuals and ecosystems. 
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greening cities and rural areas ;

banning pesticides and promoting of permaculture ;

monitoring waste ;

banning private aircraft ;

Taxing air transport with a redistribution of the benefits in the form of aid for green mobility and

better inclusion.

    If initiatives can emerge from civil society and our individual actions, it is essential that public policies

and a normative framework complement them. The European Commission has a strong role to play in

environmental matters. Inclusion and social justice cannot not be separated from environmental issues

since good inclusion can become a bulwark against environmentally damaging behaviours. 

 A series of measures must therefore be integrated :

    We also suggest the development of a Europe-wide campaign around the theme of tracking our waste

after it has been thrown away. The idea is to show concretely the consequences of unbridled consumption

on the environment and the shortcomings of our waste sorting and recycling system. Transparency in

order to raise awareness would therefore be preferred to profits and sales. 

    Regarding the issue of water supply and quality, we thought of initiatives to limit plastic pollution of the

oceans and aquatic environments, such as the installation of nets at the mouths of rivers or in estuaries

with passages dedicated to fish, which make it possible to contain the plastic waste that goes into the

ocean. We are in favour of a policy that incentivizes these initiatives, to spread good practices and make it

mandatory for cities that are not attentive to them.

 

 
 3  )  FOR A MORE PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND SPACES
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      As water is a vital resource for all, it is part of a global cycle in which everyone can have an impact,

and should be considered as a resource to be protected and shared. No property rights can be allocated

and a fair regulation of water use must be put in place. In short, no one should be allowed to monopolise

groundwater or contaminate a river with impunity. We ask you to rethink the essentials and to allow

only a reasoned use of water for vital purposes in order to stop disrupting the water cycle. This means

allowing it only for appropriate crops for human use. It is imperative to reduce the cultivation of maize,

which is very voracious in terms of water resources, and which is intended for livestock feed.

     Regarding animal wellbeing, we simply ask that pesticides and insecticides be banned from the

European market until the endangered insects regenerate. In order to compensate for the action of these

chemical products, we must encourage permaculture and initiate the transition to local production. 

   Finally, decision-makers need to rethink the modes of governance and move towards a better

integration of young people in the representative and deliberative bodies. The aim is to take better account

of ecological concerns, given the greater involvement of the younger generations in these issues. 
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Introducing higher taxation on non-renewable energy sources and a corresponding reduction in solar

energy : for the past ten years, the European Union has been punishing the most polluting companies

more and committing itself to the environment. The creation of the " Green Pact" is a formidable

initiative whose objective is to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050¹⁰.  However, today, the results are

not yet to be seen and the climatic conditions are getting worse and worse (never-ending increase in

temperature, forest fires, unpredictable floods...). All these events make young people question the real

effectiveness of these measures. This is why we want to observe more concretely how these measures

have a real impact on the environment by providing reports on the production and waste generated

by each European company to assess the impact of each company on the environment, for more

transparency. 

 Undertake an awareness-raising campaign on the carbon emissions generated by data storage and

internet use : the maintenance of storage sites is very energy-intensive, and data stored aren't always

relevant. Thus, there is an urgent need to sort out the different data to be stored in the context of

increasing digital flows. 

 Diversify energy sources with the development of biogas production from organic waste : these

resources, which are found in all homes, restaurants and establishments serving food in general,

produce heat when fermented. We suggest encouraging the construction of infrastructure to harvest

this biogas.

Investing more in the waste economy and opening recycling centers on a European and international

scale : resources are abundant and needs are increasing, we ask for an investment to be made in this

branch, in order to introduce only recycled plastic on the market. 

 Encourage the consumption of sustainable and fair trade products : from the circular economy and

from the social and solidarity economy, supported by the taxation of products which don't come from

it. The objective of equity lies in the transmission of the sums derived from taxing non-sustainable

products, in order to lower the price of more expensive products of better quality.  

SYNTHESIS

¹⁰https://www.touteleurope.eu/environnement/qu-est-ce-que-le-pacte-vert-pour-l-europe/ 
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Introduce the principle of repairing environmental damage caused by an industrial activity and give it

binding force : this principle must induce a positive obligation to restore and not just compensation. 

 Consolidate the regulation on the disposal of plastic waste and a tax on over-packaged products : the

objective is to use economic pressure to support the reduction of over-packaging, which is generally

plasticised and unnecessary. Moreover, packaging is an additional cost currently borne by the

consumer, which must be reversed for an effective invitation to abandon it. 

 Fight against programmed obsolescence : it is unacceptable that companies are allowed to develop

electronic objects with a limited lifespan under the pretext of making more profits. The health of our

common home, the planet, can't be traded. By demanding quality guarantees for the products that will

be introduced on the market, we want to reduce technological pollution. 

 Set up an European campaign to raise awareness about what happens to our waste after it has been

thrown away : companies are responsible for collecting waste and should be obligated to keep track of

it until it is processed. The aim is to show the shortcomings of our recycling methods and to raise

awareness about the fact that pollution is caused by poor waste management. 

 The integration of young people in governance bodies is essential for a better understanding of their

concerns : like Greta Thunberg who is the figurehead of this movement for the youth, young people

are very involved in environmental causes, so much so that it is their primary concern. Therefore,

their integration in the decision-making processes, both in companies and in different bodies, will

allow a better defence of the interests related to ecology. 
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    We will begin this section by focusing on the definition of international mobility as we have understood

it during our reflective work. For us, mobility cannot be reduced to a simple movement in space, it can

refer to virtual or symbolic flows, or to consubstantial notions such as borders. 

    International mobility therefore implies an interest in population flows, but also in the flow of capital

and goods, and the ways in which these flows are organised and regulated. It allows us to understand the

extent to which populations are capable of freeing themselves from a place and shaping multiple

identities, and reveals translocal and transnational lifestyles. Mobility is at the heart of our society, it sets

the pace for exchanges and enables socialisation. Mobility plays a key role in the integration of urban and

rural areas, in the awareness of a common belonging to the human race, in the fight against withdrawal. 

    Henceforth, mobility is a social norm, an all-embracing phenomenon that sometimes becomes a

powerful social discriminator or even a factor of exclusion for the "islanders". The “mobility turn” has

become one of the paradigms in vogue in social and anthropological analyses of modern society.¹¹ The

results of these analyses have also given rise to demands such as the right to mobility, the right to social

pricing, etc.

    Firstly, we call for a transformation of spatial mobility towards the integration of climate and social

issues, and secondly we focus on the importance of promoting international mobility in order to better

integrate it into the educational system and the professional world. Finally, we would like to make some

recommendations derived from the importance of international mobility in citizenship training. 

PART V :  
International mobility
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   Thanks to the invention of new technologies, mobility has expanded considerably over the last few

centuries, accelerating human, economic and ideological flows. Thinking about flows therefore means

thinking about the trasnportation used for this purpose. In the current context of climate change, the

question of reducing transport with a high carbon footprint is often raised. While many alternatives are

also to be considered, this question has raised another: that of transport consumption (by whom and how).

Here, sustainable development mixes ecology and social justice through the themes of sustainable

mobility and inclusive mobility. 

    Concerning climate issues : air transportation, which is more polluting than rail transport, often offers

the advantage of saving time, which is why it is so often favoured. In order to promote a transition

towards more ecological transport on a continental scale, it would be necessary to offer advantages

comparable to air transport. For example, the multiplication of night trains, with benches and catering

facilities, is an alternative that we are prepared to favour. The return to rail transport must be encouraged

by attractive fares and the guarantee of a reliable network with quality maintenance. Thus, we do not

share the idea that mobility should be restrained but rather transformed; we promote the transition from

a fast and polluting mobility to a fair and responsible mobility.

    Concerning social issues : there is a real challenge today to establish a right to mobility. In view of the

persistent inequalities in access to mobility, it seems necessary to integrate social justice objectives in

order to achieve development that could be described as sustainable. Price is very often the first factor of

exclusion in access to mobility. Low-income people are therefore more likely to become isolated, almost

captive to their territory. 

 
1  )  THE TRANSFORMATION OF SPATIAL MOBILITY
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    Given the range of opportunities that international mobility

offers, it is essential to open up access to these opportunities to

all. We must therefore consider introducing financial assistance

for international mobility. Transportation need to be

reconsidered to make green and public transport affordable.

Train and plane ticket prices should be reconsidered as well.

Polluting transport should be taxed, and the profits from this tax

should be used as a mobility subsidy for green transport. 

    At the same time, the European network must be reviewed to

ensure that all territories are more accessible. The

transformation of the means of transport is therefore moving

towards a return to rail transport. As this change logically leads

to a transfer of traffic from airports to stations, new investments

are to be expected (increase in personnel, network maintenance,

etc.). 

    Finally, in the context of the considerable increase in energy

prices, public transport is becoming increasingly attractive.

Investing in better accessibility of public transport can help reach

the objective of social redistribution and mobility aids through a

social pricing system. To ensure that the benefits are felt at all

levels, especially in the field of employment, this mobility

support is essential. On average, one in two people in rural areas

has turned down a job offer because of mobility concerns, so

inclusive mobility is needed to deliver benefits at other scales.

   The opening of international mobility to all, regardless of

economic resources, must necessarily be accompanied by a

better distribution of individuals in space. Investing more in

rural areas is a judicious proposal for interculturality and the

exchange of skills between territories. Moreover, if we are going

to increase the flow of people (pupils, students, professionals,

travelers), it is absolutely necessary to establish strict quotas on

the capacity of the sites visited. Many sites are in danger due to a

massive influx of visitors, which confirms the need to better

distribute population flows.
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    The opening up of territories and mentalities are crucial issues

for the stimulation of the feeling of European belonging. But this

change cannot happen without concrete public policies and

investments in carefully targeted branches.

  Systematically integrating international mobility into the

educational framework : to fight against inequalities some

people face when it comes to international mobility, we have

thought of integrating mobility into educational, school or

territorial programmes, whether through the transmission of

information or through the mobility experience itself. Beyond

the simple incentive, it is a question of offering a favourable and

safe context to young people so that they live a first experience

of mobility. The benefits of such an experience should be

promoted as early as possible in order to deconstruct stereotypes

linked to the fear of the unknown. 

 
2  )  PROMOTING NEW INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY

    Thus, schools, local authorities and associations should be

encouraged to set up youth mobility projects. 

    In addition, it is necessary to offer training to educators and

teachers so that they are able to guide pupils on the various

schemes or organisations working for international mobility.

This could be the annual visit to each school of an Erasmus team

presenting youth exchanges, providing important information

and being available at any time for support in creating an

international mobility project.

   Develop international mobility in the professional world :

whether it is wanted or not, it often leads to better opportunities

and living conditions. Mobility can take different forms:

seminars, internships, workshops, etc. The aim would be to

integrate international mobility into the professional world in a

sustainable and universal manner through a campaign to

promote it without having to change employers. Like the teacher

mobility programmes provided by the Erasmus + agencies, the

number of beneficiaries of these professional mobility

programmes must be increased.
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    In this context, interested beneficiaries should be given access to personalised support for their project,

as well as hours dedicated to its implementation. This would be a good example for the youngest and

would add a dose of interculturality to the courses given by teachers who have spent time outside their

native country and new perspectives and practices in companies.

    At the same time, the Erasmus + agency's programmes for supporting young entrepreneurs and their

mobility are not sufficiently known and used by young people. Communication and promotion

campaigns, training and support should also be put in place. 

    The importance of international mobility in the training of citizens : overall, international mobility is

rich in lessons in that it allows a distancing from the socio-normative system to which one belongs and

therefore the development of a critical mind. This capacity for criticism and self-criticism is indispensable

in order to apply the principles of understanding, empathy and altruism, all of which are values that allow

for harmonious cohabitation between citizens. Moreover, the discovery of the Other and the journey

induce the individual to show respect and tolerance, the foundations of a healthy democracy where

political pluralism is guaranteed.
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   Aware that action on a global scale would be

idealistic, we prefer to focus on possible actions on the

European scale. We suggest making the Maisons de

l’Europe real relays of European citizenship, places that

are better known, more lively, even more inclusive,

and all this presupposes numerous investments: in

terms of financial support, in terms of promotional

campaigns, in terms of personnel. Transforming these

places into clubs for Europeans of all ages, into places

for sharing and meeting, into spaces for intercultural

life. 

    Finally, the establishment of a platform to find

foreign correspondents can be advantageous to

strengthen relations between Europeans, despite the

size of the European territory. Still in our concern for

social inclusion, we would like this platform to offer

affordable and solidarity-based rates.

   Furthermore, the international mobility experienced

by Europeans at an increasingly young age alerts us to

the banality of population movements in our time.

However, it is a question of considering mobility from

the point of view of whether it is suffered or not.

Concerning international mobility, we would like to see

the creation of a protective legal status for individuals

entering the territory through the creation of a

humanitarian visa. This visa would allow the schooling

of children in transit, the enrolment of older children at

university and the authorisation to work in order to

allow the proper inclusion of migrants in the society in

which they are in transit or awaiting their residence

permits. 
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 Promote rail transport and increase night trains while lowering ticket prices : often travel time is a

barrier to the purchase of train tickets, so the introduction of night trains can be an incentive to use

this means of transport. At the same time, the reduction in the price of the ticket is essential to

increase the number of passengers. As the train is by nature one of the most ecological and

economical means of transport, we must give young people an economic incentive to use it more than

the car, for example. 

 Taxing air transport and passing on the gains in the form of green mobility aid : the aim is to achieve

greater fairness between transport modes from the perspective of the sustainability of the transport

in question. Polluting transport should be taxed to cushion the cost of environmentally friendly

transport and to help the poorest to have access to it. 

 Include social pricing in ticket prices to enable inclusive mobility at prices accessible to all : this means

maintaining fares for minors, students, but also adding job seekers, people on low incomes, migrants,

etc. 

 Implementing compulsory international mobility in and out of school from an early age : given the

studies demonstrating the benefits of Erasmus+ mobility, we wish to extend the scheme from an early

age because mentalities are more easily shaped during childhood. The idea of sending children away

in a safe and intercultural setting is often defended by many educators who see it as an opportunity to

educate young people in tolerance, understanding, mutual respect and acceptance of the Other. 

 Promote the mobility of workers and especially of teachers in order to set an example to the younger

ones : even if teachers can carry out mobilities in the same way as students, the latter are asking for

more feedback on the benefits of going on mobility as well as on the personal experiences of teachers

abroad. This would be a good way to introduce interculturality lessons from an early age.

 Create a European platform for finding foreign pen pals : this initiative could take the form of an

application that could be downloaded from digital distribution platforms such as the App Store or the

Play Store. It would be useful to stimulate exchanges and enrich relationships between young

Europeans while opening up the possibility of going abroad in an extracurricular context. In addition,

this low-cost initiative would strengthen the sense of European belonging by having friends all over

Europe. 

 Create a humanitarian visa for individuals who have undergone migration : with regard to forced

migration, this temporary visa would, among other things, allow the schooling of children in transit,

the enrolment of older children in university and the authorisation to work in order to allow for the

proper inclusion of migrants in the society in which they are in transit or waiting for their residence

permits. 

SYNTHESIS
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      Rural areas represent 80% of the European Union's territory and yet they are populated by a minority

of people, including the majority of the young people in our focus group. In 2015, only 28% of Europeans

lived in rural areas. Not only do rural territories represent most of the surface area of European

territories but they are also home to biodiversity and ecosystems usually swept away from urban areas.

They are characterised by an immense diversity, according to geographical, topological, but also economic

or demographic criteria. That said, they share many similarities and challenges despite this significant

heterogeneity. Rural areas suffer from difficulties and we find inequalities in access to mobility, health,

education, public services, etc. Lack of opportunities is another discriminating factor for rural people, and

rurality is often perceived as an aggravating circumstance for young people seeking employment. 

      Since the industrial revolutions and even during the 20th century and the intensification of the rural

exodus, the share of rural populations has been constantly decreasing in all EU countries. However, these

territories represent important issues in terms of governance, sovereignty, geopolitics, etc. We see a gap

between the policies adopted by urban representatives and the needs of local populations. Moreover,

according to the logic of the diversity of the territories, we find it difficult to conceive that a uniform

policy can be carried out. After discussion, we believe that we are in favour of the implementation of

targeted policies. Since the renewed interest in rural areas following the health crisis, it is important to

provide them with sufficient conditions for good rural development. In France, for example, half of the

children live in rural areas, so it is important to take into account young people in order to maintain a

suitable population density, while limiting the overcrowding of urban areas. 

    In the course of our discussions, some major guidelines emerged clearly : firstly,consolidating the

circular economy, and secondly, working towards equity between territories, particularly towards those

that suffer from profound inequalities. We therefore found in the European Commission's Rural Pact

many of the recommendations that we wanted to make, and in fact we have a deep affinity with this

text.¹² We then thought about possible initiatives aimed at reinforcing the attractiveness of rural

territories and the setting up of support structures for rural youth.

PART VI :  
Rurality
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     We agree with all the objectives contained in the rural pact

communicated on the 30th of June 2021, namely the promotion

of dialogue, cooperation and a common European framework for

the resilience of rural territories. We share the feeling that it is

necessary to act now in favour of an ecological transition of

rural areas as well as to transform them into real areas

guaranteeing food and energy security on a European scale. We

find in the objectives contained in the Rural Pact those that we

had stated during our exchanges, namely the objective of

attractiveness of these territories, inclusion, diversity,

encouragement of entrepreneurship, fight against the digital

divide, etc. 

   During our discussions, young people from rural areas

expressed a deep attachment to their territory, for the same

reasons that are found in the rural pact: for the preservation of

their quality of life, for intergenerational solidarity, for the

flourishing nature, etc. We therefore support with faith the

Rural Pact, which in our opinion brings together many of the

essential criteria for good development in rural areas.

 
1  )  ON THE "RURAL PACT" PROPOSED BY THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION

    We have read this Rural Pact during our research and we

want to add several suggestions in order not to repeat what is

already admitted by the European Commission. It reveals how

opaque European schemes are, and how far rural youth are

from European initiatives. In our opinion, this is a reflection of

all the mechanisms that are put in place by the European Union,

concerning for example the CAP¹³, EAFRD¹⁴, rural development

programmes, etc. We wonder how we can benefit from them if

we are not aware of them.   We think that communication and

transparent information work is absolutely necessary on this

subject to understand the stakes and responsibilities of rural

areas.
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    The disparities that characterise urban and rural areas reflect the problem to which we would like to

make recommendations. We started from the observation that disparities are generally not favourable to

rural areas: in terms of connectivity, which is largely insufficient in certain remote territories, where

infrastructures are underdeveloped and services offer only limited access (hospitals, nurseries, higher

education, etc.). Aware that the rural way of life does have its advantages (quality of life, contact with

nature, peace and quiet, etc.), we have nonetheless considered some possible initiatives to make these

areas more attractive and provide equal opportunities in terms of health, employment, education, etc. 

      On the establishment of a more diversified education system : a major observation emerged from our

discussions, namely that young people in rural areas leave the school system earlier to enter a vocational

path. Few of them go on to higher education at the baccalaureate level. The cost of higher education is

often one of the arguments put forward, but this obstacle could be overcome by setting up rural campuses

with training courses specific to the needs, particularly for the training of health workers, who are so

much in demand in these medical deserts. Providing a boarding school would be a plus, but the main idea

would of course be to provide small teaching and training units to fit into the young people's living

environment. The aim is also to respond to the fear of downgrading of young people living in rural areas

by offering training. Indeed, the lack of diversified employment opportunities often leads to the fear of

having to do a job that is not fully desired. More broadly, some of us feel strong pressure to take up a job

in a socio-professional category equivalent to that of our parents. The fear of downgrading therefore

consists of a fear of regressing in the social scale. We explain this in particular by the considerable cost of

higher education and the lack of apprenticeship opportunities in rural areas.

 
2  )  POSSIBLE INITIATIVES TO ENHANCE THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF RURAL AREAS
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     In this dynamic of diversification, we would like to suggest the

integration of these rural campuses into the Erasmus + university

exchange programmes in order to open up rural territories to the

international level and enrich the attendance of these campuses

which could suffer from a low enrolment rate. An information

service could also be designed to help young people with their

mobility projects.

   Encouraging local entrepreneurship : the aim is to stimulate

local entrepreneurship in order to combat unemployment in

rural areas and, as far as possible, to promote the circular

economy. This could be done by encouraging the creation of

small zones with tax benefits in the town centres of small

municipalities in order to revitalise employment. This would add

to the competitiveness of rural areas. Of course, these initiatives

must be supported by new campaigns to encourage local

consumption. 

    Furthermore, we support the policy of research and

investment in third places. If these spaces are new economic

spaces, new sources of training and learning, almost half of them

are located outside the major metropolises. It is therefore

essential to support these stimulating initiatives from a multitude

of points of view: economic, social, cultural and intellectual. On

the other hand, the establishment of a network of third places is

a source of integration of rural territories on a European scale,

which we welcome. We share the idea that third places are

indispensable actors of the digital and ecological transition,

which is why we are keen to see a targeted and sustainable

policy for them. 

     We also support policies to support and encourage social and solidarity economy enterprises. We hope

for the proposal of a general and harmonious legal framework for social and solidarity economy

enterprises. We also hope that the social and solidarity dimensions will be systematically taken into

account in the elaboration of all public policies issued by the European Commission. It seems to us that it is

essential today to improve the recognition and legitimacy of the social and solidarity dimensions, while

working to strengthen the new modes of governance and redistribution. 
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   These structures must be seen as places of choice for propelling projects carried out by young people

living in rural areas. For personal or collective projects, support must be guaranteed by a qualified

workforce. This is why we have envisaged different modalities to create this springboard. The aim is to

counteract the inequality of opportunities that young people in rural areas suffer from, whether in terms

of access to public services, training, health, etc. Reintroduce support structures to guide them and help

them fill the institutional void that is characteristic of sparsely populated regions. 

    If rural campuses are to be created, a unit must be completely dedicated to supporting young people in

their local entrepreneurship projects. Encouraging and supporting the creation of living areas in rural

areas requires support for young people's projects. One of the prerogatives of these support units could be

to put young people in contact with local players with whom cooperation can be envisaged, based on the

apprenticeship model. The idea would be to encourage local companies and associations to accompany

young people and to allow a better integration of all the actors in rural areas, while guaranteeing the

connection between them.

    At the same time, cultural initiatives can be supported and supervised by these cells within the rural

campuses. Assistance in setting up mobility projects would also be part of the tasks of this unit. 

 
3  )  THE ESTABLISHMENT OF STRUCTURES TO SUPPORT RURAL YOUTH
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    At the level of municipalities or groups of municipalities, a multi-annual action plan could be devised for

young people with the aim of providing them with better support. To this end, the creation of a youth

competence would be an opportunity to establish a bridge between young people and elected

representatives. The establishment of a dialogue is essential for a good understanding of the issues and

problems that young people face. It is also up to young people to take part in existing local institutions.

    The European Commission's initiatives reflect many of our concerns, which to some extent strengthens

the confidence of young people in this institution. The important thing is to give a concrete existence to

the Rural Pact, to achieve a development of the social and solidarity economy and of the circular

economy. We are concerned about staying in these directions in European public policies. 

    Finally, continuing to support research on gender studies and investments to fight against gender

inequalities is essential for the inclusion of all citizens in their territories. In short, to promote and deepen

the European social model in concrete terms. 
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Create an Erasmus+ for rural areas : at first sight, young people are attracted to large urban centers

because they have more professional and social opportunities. However, many young people have told

us that they are attached to rural areas and many of them want to settle there permanently because

of the quality of life, which is not comparable to that of cities. We would therefore like to see the

creation of Erasmus+ campus networks for schools, associations or multi-sectoral organisations, to

encourage foreign students to visit these places and to enable an exchange of knowledge specific to

the challenges of rural areas. 

Create small tax-free zones in the center of small towns : this measure would stimulate the economy

and revitalise employment in rural areas. The vast majority of the structures inherent in the world of

the circular economy and the social and solidarity economy are located in rural areas. Allowing them

to benefit from tax advantages is a kind of positive discrimination that will lead them to be more

dynamic and attractive. 

Maintain research and investment policies in third places : third places are innovative professional and

artistic creation spaces with new ways of organising work. They have spaces for promoting the green

transition, the digital transition, education and training. In short, they are real living spaces that

should be more established in rural areas because they are compatible with the mentality and

working methods in these areas. 

Supporting young people in their local entrepreneurship projects : within the rural universities, a unit

should be completely dedicated to this cause. The objective is to create work emulation in rural areas,

to integrate young people into their territories and to allow good cooperation between associations

and local businesses. 

Set up a multi-year action plan : integrate into the bodies of the municipalities youth competences in

charge of accompanying young people in their projects and establishing a bridge between them and

the elected representatives. 

Fight against gender inequalities : whether it is a question of access to employment, salary inequalities,

the distribution of domestic work, purchasing power, etc., it is imperative to abolish these inequalities

and the resulting discrimination in order to ensure the full and equitable integration of individuals

into their territories. 

SYNTHESIS
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    Our recommendations all tend towards a Europeanisation of social policies. The European Union is a

mixture of cultures, languages, customs and traditions, and common histories, and this is what gives it its

strength and beauty. However, the sovereignty of the Member States can sometimes be an obstacle to the

implementation of European social policies. The idea is not to give full power to the European institutions

in the elaboration of public policies, but to ensure a better cooperation between the European institutions

and the institutions related to each member country of the Union. In order to cement the feeling of

European citizenship, more trans-European projects must be put in place and must enter into the daily life

of the residents of the European Union in various sectors of activity. 

    Beyond that, the question of meaning is essential for young people today. Our grandparents fought to

give us a better future away from wars on our continent, Europe. The main objective of the European

construction was to guarantee peace to the European people by creating strong economic links between

the member countries. Even if the shadow of war has recently reappeared in Ukraine and alerts us to the

demons of the past, our generation needs to make a lasting commitment to a cause it holds dear. 

    The environment was one of the most popular themes and a major focus of our discussions,

demonstrating once again our unwavering commitment to a more sustainable future for generations to

come. Although responsibility for the continuing environmental degradation is shared, companies have

repeatedly been at the centre of our reflections. The Covid 19 crisis has shaken up our way of life and our

view of the world. In 2021, the date of the day of overshoot, i.e. the date from which humanity has spent

all the resources that the planet can generate in one year, was 29 July, compared to 30 September in 1996.

In 2020, it was 22 August, and in 2022 it was 28 July. Our consumption methods and the capitalist

economic model must be rethought if we want a liveable future for our children. Indeed, the current

model does not allow us to reconcile economic development with respect for the environment. 

    Dealing with ecological issues should no longer be related to political alignment: a n urgent and

effective action is needed to re-establish a sustainable economic model in both its ecological and social

dimensions. If the integration of young people is essential for good governance of the European Union

and consideration of environmental challenges, the maintenance of policies to subsidise research and

innovation is equally important.

     In conclusion, we are sending you this book in the hope that our elected representatives will take our

concerns into account. We hope to find in you people who will be able to transcribe and defend our ideas,

as we are anxious to make our voice heard. Please consider this White Paper both as a civic act and as an

alert on the need to integrate youth in institutions, in debates and in the decisions that follow.

CONCLUSION
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Green peace :  https://www.greenpeace.org/belgium/fr/
Planète Energie :  https://www.planete-energies.com/fr
Commission Européenne :  https://ec.europa.eu/info/index_fr
Toute l ’Europe :  https://www.touteleurope.eu/ 
Pacte vert de l ’Union Européenne :  https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-
2024/european-green-deal_fr
Pacte rural de l ’Union Européenne :
https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/fr/newsroom/news/2021/06/30-06-2021-long-
term-vision-for-rural-areas-for-stronger-connected-resilient-prosperous-eu-rural-areas 
Plateforme EURES :   https://ec.europa.eu/eures/public/index_fr 
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